
Overlooking the String Theory Landscape

The Emperor’s Last Clothes
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Many years ago, there lived an emperor who cared much about 
his clothes. One day he heard from two swindlers named Guido 
and Luigi Farabutto that they could make the finest suit of 
clothes from the most beautiful cloth. This cloth, they said, also 
had the special capability that it was invisible to anyone who 
was either stupid or not fit for his position.

The emperor allowed himself to be dressed in the clothes for a 
procession through town, never admitting that he was too unfit 
and stupid to see what he was wearing. 

Of course, all the townspeople wildly praised the magnificent 
clothes of the emperor, afraid to admit that they could not see 
them, until a small child said:

"But he has nothing on!"
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The moral:

It is difficult to see 
what you don’t want to see
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The choice of the title is inspired by the 
reactions to Susskind’s paper

“The Anthropic Landscape of String Theory”.

In particular by the reactions of those people 
claiming that they have always known that 
String Theory would never predict the standard 
model uniquely, but that they did not think this 
point was worth mentioning.
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Unification
versus 

Uniqueness
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Unification
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Unification

Gravity on Earth ⇔ Planetary Orbits
Electricity ⇔ Magnetism
Electrodynamics ⇔ Light
Space ⇔ Time
Inertial mass ⇔ Gravitational mass
Structure of matter ⇔ Electrodynamics
Strong ⇔Weak ⇔  Electromagnetic Forces (Gauge theory)
Forces ⇔ Matter (String Theory*)
Everything ⇔ Gravity (String Theory*)

The success story of physics

(*) to be confirmed...
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...

The Earth is not the center of the solar system

Ptolemaeus
(~ 150 AD)
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...

The sun is not the center of the Universe

Copernicus
(~1500)
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Uniqueness

There are many “Solar Systems”

A series of failures...

Giordano Bruno
(17-2-1600)
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Uniqueness

There are many “Solar Systems”

A series of failures...

Giordano Bruno
(17-2-1600)

“To a body of infinite size there can be ascribed neither centre 
nor boundary... 
Thus the Earth no more than any other world is at the centre.”

“It is then unnecessary to investigate whether there be 
beyond the heaven Space, Void or Time. For there is a 
single general space, a single vast immensity which we 
may freely call Void; in it are innumerable globes like this 
one on which we live and grow.”
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...

The solar system is not mathematically unique

Kepler
(~ 1600)
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...

A human being is just another animal
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...

The Great Debate (26 april 1920)
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Uniqueness
A series of failures...

The Great Debate (26 april 1920)

Harlow Shapley:
The Milky Way is the entire Universe.
The sun is not in the center of the Milky way.

Heber Curtis:
“Spiral Nebulae” are other galaxies.
Our galaxy is centered around the sun.
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Unification / Uniqueness
The Standard Model
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Unification / Uniqueness
The Standard Model

Beginning of last century: 
Einstein + Maxwell theory.
Suggests a unique underlying unified theory.
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Unification / Uniqueness
The Standard Model

Beginning of last century: 
Einstein + Maxwell theory.
Suggests a unique underlying unified theory.

Then some experimental problems arise: 
   - Strong and Weak interactions
   - Muon (quark/lepton families)
   - Parameters (masses, couplings)
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Unification / Uniqueness
The Standard Model

Beginning of last century: 
Einstein + Maxwell theory.
Suggests a unique underlying unified theory.

Then some experimental problems arise: 
   - Strong and Weak interactions
   - Muon (quark/lepton families)
   - Parameters (masses, couplings)

Then some theoretical problems arise:
Yang-Mills theory: QED is not unique.
Many other gauge theories are possible.
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Unification / Uniqueness
The Standard Model
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Unification / Uniqueness
The Standard Model

The Standard Model is discovered
Conceptual unification: Gauge Invariance
But uniqueness??  [GUTs: unification, not uniqueness]
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The Standard Model

“Theory of almost everything”

Renormalizable (insensitive to details of 
short distance physics).

Remains consistent at least until MPlanck

(Still true after LHC?)

Based on some seemingly arbitrary choices:

Gauge group SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)
Representations
About 25 real parameters
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Feynman about α
There is a most profound and beautiful question associated with the observed 
coupling constant, e the amplitude for a real electron to emit or absorb a real photon. 
It is a simple number that has been experimentally determined to be close to 
-0.08542455. (My physicist friends won't recognize this number, because they like to 
remember it as the inverse of its square: about 137.03597 with about an uncertainty of 
about 2 in the last decimal place. It has been a mystery ever since it was discovered 
more than fifty years ago, and all good theoretical physicists put this number up on 
their wall and worry about it.) 

Immediately you would like to know where this number for a coupling comes from: is it 
related to pi or perhaps to the base of natural logarithms? Nobody knows. It's one of 
the greatest damn mysteries of physics: a magic number that comes to us with no 
understanding by man. You might say the "hand of God" wrote that number, and "we 
don't know how He pushed his pencil." 

We know what kind of a dance to do experimentally to measure this number very 
accurately, but we don't know what kind of dance to do on the computer to make this 
number come out, without putting it in secretly!
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Formulas for α

α =
9

8π4

�
π5

245!

�1/4

α = 2−43−3π

α =
29
π

cos(
π

137
)tan(

π

(137× 29)
)

Heisenberg

Wyler

Gilson
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Unification / Uniqueness
The standard Model

The Standard Model is discovered
Conceptual unification: Gauge Invariance
But uniqueness??  [GUTs: unification, not uniqueness]
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Unification / Uniqueness
The standard Model

The Standard Model is discovered
Conceptual unification: Gauge Invariance
But uniqueness??  [GUTs: unification, not uniqueness]

String Theory is discovered.
Unifies all interactions with gravity.
Imposes strong restrictions on matter:
Renewed hopes for uniqueness.
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What is string theory?
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What is string theory?
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What is string theory?

?
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Green, Schwarz, Witten 1987
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What is string theory?

A hypothetical theory which in various perturbative limits produces 
known theories with magical properties.

Does it exist? 
Is it unique?
Is there a simple formula for it?

What we know about it follows from properties of the
perturbative theories, duality, supersymmetry, and some controllable 
non-perturbative physics.
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Unification / Uniqueness
The standard Model

The Standard Model is discovered
Conceptual unification: Gauge Invariance
But uniqueness??  [GUTs: unification, not uniqueness]

String Theory is discovered.
Unifies all interactions and matter with gravity.
Imposes strong restrictions on matter:
Renewed hopes for uniqueness.
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Unification / Uniqueness
The standard Model

The Standard Model is discovered
Conceptual unification: Gauge Invariance
But uniqueness??  [GUTs: unification, not uniqueness]

String Theory is discovered.
Unifies all interactions and matter with gravity.
Imposes strong restrictions on matter:
Renewed hopes for uniqueness.

The Duality Revolution of 1995:
String Theory (M-Theory) is unique.
(if we can define it...)
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Unification / Uniqueness
The standard Model

The Standard Model is discovered
Conceptual unification: Gauge Invariance
But uniqueness??  [GUTs: unification, not uniqueness]

String Theory is discovered.
Unifies all interactions and matter with gravity.
Imposes strong restrictions on matter:
Renewed hopes for uniqueness.

The Duality Revolution of 1995:
String Theory (M-Theory) is unique.
(if we can define it...)

But there is another revolution most people preferred to 
overlook: The string vacuum revolution.
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness
1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds,Narain Lattices.
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness
1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds,Narain Lattices.
1986: CY’s with torsion; Fermionic and Bosonic constructions
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A. Strominger,
“Calabi-Yau manifolds with Torsion”, 1986
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Lerche, Lüst, Schellekens
“Chiral, Four-dimensional Heterotic Strings From Self-Dual Lattices”, 1986
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All gauge theories

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)

Life
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)

Life
Intelligence
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)

Life
Intelligence

Unique vacuum
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)

Life
Intelligence

Unique vacuum
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All gauge theoriesComplexity

A Cern Cafetaria Napkin (~ 1988)

Life
Intelligence

A discretuum
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 physics/0604134

 Dutch version
(1998)
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness

1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds, Narain Lattices.

1986: CY’s with torsion; Fermionic and Bosonic constructions
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1987: Gepner models
    ........
1995: M-theory compactifications, F-theory, Orientifolds
    ........

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness

1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds, Narain Lattices.

1986: CY’s with torsion; Fermionic and Bosonic constructions
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1 Introduction: The “Vacuum Selection” Problem

From the beginning, the seemingly vast array of possible ground states has made string theory

both attractive and problematic. Ground states with more than four supersymmetries have

the virtue that they are theoretically tractable, but they are also totally unrealistic. It has

long been clear that no potential for the moduli exists, and the duality revolution spoiled any

remaining hope that some sort of non-perturbative inconsistency might permit us to discard

these states. It also strongly suggested that this proliferation of possible ground states is an

inherent feature of any sort of quantum general relativity. Apart from anthropic arguments (to

be discussed below), we have no inkling why nature doesn’t select one of these states. With

four or less supersymmetries there is a vast proliferation of candidate ground states, revealed

in various approximations. Some of these have features which resemble those of the real world.

Unlike the case of more supersymmetries, there are potentials for the moduli, tadpoles (either at

the perturbative or non-perturbative level), and some possibility of non-perturbative anomalies.

Faced with this plethora of states, I, for a long time, comforted myself that not a single example

of a (meta)stable ground state of this sort had been exhibited in a controlled approximation,

and so perhaps there might be some unique or at least limited set of sensible states.

One of the most exciting – and troubling – developments in string theory in the last few

years has been the suggestion that there is a vast array of stable or highly metastable states of

string theory with four or less supersymmetries. Crucial to the emerging picture is the role of

compactification with fluxes.[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] The most persuasive elaboration of this possibility

to date is due to Kachru, Kallosh, Linde and Trivedi (KKLT),[7] who argue for the existence

of a discretuum or landscape,[8] both supersymmetric with N = 1 supersymmetry, as well

as non-supersymmetric, with supersymmetry softly broken. The existence of a landscape, if

established, raises questions about the very nature of scientific explanation. Most importantly,

this assertion places the anthropic principle at center stage. There has been strong reaction to

this fact, ranging from near celebration by advocates of the anthropic principle to a great deal of

handwringing and even denunciation from those who find the anthropic principle objectionable.

In this talk, I would like to give an overview of some of the issues raised by the possible

existence of a landscape. I will explain why, even before we accept the landscape, some element

of anthropic explanation is probably inevitable in quantum general relativity. Understanding

the number of supersymmetries and the dimension of space-time may well require invoking

some extremely weak anthropic considerations (what we might call the Minimalist Anthropic

2

M.Dine
hep-th/0402101
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness

1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds, Narain Lattices.

1986: CY’s with torsion; Fermionic and Bosonic constructions
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1984-2006:
A Slow Revolution

1987: Gepner models
    ........
1995: M-theory compactifications, F-theory, Orientifolds
    ........
2000: Bousso and Polchinski

1984: Hopes for Unification and Uniqueness

1985: Calabi-Yau manifolds, Orbifolds, Narain Lattices.

1986: CY’s with torsion; Fermionic and Bosonic constructions
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Quantization of Four-form Fluxes
and Dynamical Neutralization
of the Cosmological Constant

Raphael Bousso∗

Department of Physics, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305-4060

Joseph Polchinski†

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California,
Santa Barbara, California 93106-4030

SU-ITP-00-12 NSF-ITP-00-40 hep-th/0004134

Abstract

A four-form gauge flux makes a variable contribution to the cos-
mological constant. This has often been assumed to take continuous
values, but we argue that it has a generalized Dirac quantization condi-
tion. For a single flux the steps are much larger than the observational
limit, but we show that with multiple fluxes the allowed values can
form a sufficiently dense ‘discretuum’. Multiple fluxes generally arise
in M theory compactifications on manifolds with non-trivial three-
cycles. In theories with large extra dimensions a few four-forms suf-
fice; otherwise of order 100 are needed. Starting from generic initial
conditions, the repeated nucleation of membranes dynamically gener-
ates regions with λ in the observational range. Entropy and density
perturbations can be produced.

∗bousso@hbar.stanford.edu
†joep@itp.ucsb.edu
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Many years ago, there lived some physicists who cared much 
about the uniqueness of their theories. One day they heard 
from two swindlers that they could make the finest theory,  
which was absolutely unique. 

Of course, all the townspeople wildly praised the magnificent 
unique theory, afraid to admit that it had “anthropic principle” 
written all over it, until Lenny Susskind shouted:

"String Theory has an anthropic landscape"

The modern version of the story
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???
Many years ago, there lived some physicists who cared much 
about the uniqueness of their theories. One day they heard 
from two swindlers that they could make the finest theory,  
which was absolutely unique. 

Of course, all the townspeople wildly praised the magnificent 
unique theory, afraid to admit that it had “anthropic principle” 
written all over it, until Lenny Susskind shouted:

"String Theory has an anthropic landscape"

The modern version of the story
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Why a Landscape is 
needed
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Gedanken calculations

1. Computation of chemical/nuclear 
complexity on the space of gauge 
theories.

2. Computation of a mathematically 
unique UV theory.

How could these give the same answer?

Two independent computations
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This is not about statistics:
These are mathematical calculations that will 
always give the same answer. There is only one 
“chance” to get it right.

This is not circular:
Even if the UV theory selects by some mathematics 
a unique answer, this not invalidate the nuclear 
physics/chemistry calculation. Renormalizability 
implies precisely that UV physics is irrelevant for 
these calculations. 
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CC versus SM

Cosmological constant:

S = −
�

d4x
√
−g

�
1

2κ2
R− Λ

�

Naive Quantum Gravity estimate:  ≈ (MPlanck)4

Standard Model or Higgs contribution: ≈ 10-60 (MPlanck)4  

Observed: ≈ 10-123 (MPlanck)4     (extremely small but non-zero)

Λ > 0 : Universe expands (dS)
Λ < 0 : Universe collapses (AdS)
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CC versus SM

The first “gedanken computation” for the CC has already been done 
(Barrow and Tipler, 1986; Weinberg 1987).

But: we can discuss the SM, but not the CC without knowing the 
fundamental theory of gravity. This implies a risk of circularity in the 
argument. If Λ=0 in the fundamental theory of gravity, perhaps it 
makes no sense to even discuss the case Λ≠0.  

Furthermore, if the second gedanken calculation were to give a 
unique answer, it would be no surprise if that answer was withing the 
anthropic window: the obvious mathematically unique answer is Λ=0.
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Another point of view...

David Gross, 
Summary talk of “Strings 2007”, Madrid:

“If we could just explain the smallness of the CC by
a mechanism, rather than invoking the anthropic principle, 
most people in this audience would abandon the anthropic 
principle for other parameters very quickly” 
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Uniqueness of the 
Standard Model

Reasons why the standard model should be unique:
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Uniqueness of the 
Standard Model

Reasons why the standard model should be unique:
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Uniqueness of the 
Standard Model

Reasons why the standard model should be almost unique:

  Would make everything easier 
  We can analyse it with our primitive computers
  We can store it all on our hard disks

But what is “almost” anyway?
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The old 
anthropocentric mistake

Usually we regard all these four-dimensional String Theories as so-called “ground
states” of one of the ten-dimensional ones. To understand the concept of a ground state
one may think of a mountain range with many valleys. In this picture the mountain range
represents the theory, and the valleys the distinct ground states. Inhabitants of each of
these valleys only see a small part of the entire mountain range. Nevertheless, everything
is ultimately connected.

This picture restores the lost uniqueness to some extent. There may be many ground
states, but there is just one theory. At least, that would be the ideal situation. But up to
now we still had five theories instead of one. That corresponds to five mountain ranges,
each with its own valleys. Four years ago this suddenly changed. The five mountain ranges
all turned out to be the same, but viewed from different angles. Just as the Mont Blanc
looks totally different from Italy or France, apparently totally different String Theories
turned out to be different ways of looking at the same theory. Unfortunately we have not
found an exact formulation of this overarching theory. Many people are looking for that
at the moment.

Everything seems to point in the direction that we are dealing with only one theory, but
that this theory has a huge number of ground states. Just like each mountain valley may
have its own laws and customs, every ground state has its own system of laws of physics.
Instead of electromagnetic, strong and weak forces there will be other interactions, instead
of quarks and leptons other particles. If String Theory is correct, one of these many
possibilities is realized in our universe. One of the big challenges is to demonstrate that
our universe is indeed one of these possibilities.

We can only discuss other ground states purely theoretically. In contrast to an inhab-
itant of a mountain valley, who in principle could go and have a look at another valley,
we would not even be able to exist in another ground state. The quarks and leptons out
of which we are composed do not even exist there. Nevertheless it seems just a small
step to assume that other ground states might be realized in another universe. Such a
statement lies, however, beyond the boundaries of physics. By definition, physics cannot
make statements about things that cannot be observed. We can only speak in theoretical
terms about other possible universes. They are solutions to the same equations satisfied
by our own universe.

This line of thought fits in very well with a series of insights that pointed out our
modest place in the cosmos. Our planet is not the center of the solar system, our sun
is just one of many stars and not even a very special one, and the same is true for our
galaxy. It seems natural to assume that also our universe, including the quarks, leptons
and interactions we observe is just one out of many possibilities.

This way of thinking has important consequences. If indeed our universe, including its
laws of physics and the entire Standard Model is just out one of many possibilities, this
implies that there are limits to what we can compute. The properties of the quarks and
leptons, their interactions and the parameters of the Standard Model (or at least part of
them) were fixed at the birth of our universe, when a choice was made out of the many
possibilities. We will never be able to compute that choice, because it could just as well
have been different.

13
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The
“Anthropic”

Principle
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Anthropic Misconceptions

• It is not about human beings.

• It is not about Carbon based life.

• It is not even about quark/lepton based life.

• There may be many regions in the gauge theory 
landscape that allow “life”.

• There is no reason why the combination of UV physics 
and the requirement of existence of observers should 
select the Standard Model uniquely.

“Anthropic” is a poor choice of name.
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Brief History

Carter proposed the “Anthropic Principle” in Krakow, Poland in 1973, 
during a special two-week series of lectures commemorating 
Copernicus's 500th birthday. He proclaimed that humanity does indeed 
hold a special place in the Universe, an assertion that is the exact 
opposite of Copernicus's now universally accepted theory. His statement 
that day is now referred to as the Weak Anthropic Principle (WAP) and 
runs like this: “The observed values of all physical and cosmological 
quantities are not equally probable, but they take on the values restricted 
by the requirement that there exist sites where carbon-based life can 
evolve and by the requirement that the Universe be old enough for it to 
have already done so.” Later, Carter also proposed the Strong Anthropic 
Principle (SAP), which states that the Universe had to bring humanity 
into being. The SAP states that “the Universe must have those properties 
which allow life to develop within it at some stage in its history.”

1973: Brandon Carter
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Anthropic principles

Many versions have been proposed.
Two main categories:

 Strong: anthropocentric
 Weak: anti-anthropocentric

Totally opposite points of view have 
been advocated by the same people
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1987: Barrow and Tipler
“The Anthropic Cosmic Principle”

Final anthropic principle (FAP): "Intelligent information-
processing must come into existence in the Universe, and, once 
it comes into existence, it will never die out."
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1987: Barrow and Tipler
“The Anthropic Cosmic Principle”

Final anthropic principle (FAP): "Intelligent information-
processing must come into existence in the Universe, and, once 
it comes into existence, it will never die out."

Other work by F. Tipler
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“I was first tempted to describe Tipler’s new 
book as nonsense, but I soon realized that 
that would be unfair to the concept of 
nonsense.”

From a book review 
by Larry Krauss:
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The Anthropic Principle
and String Theory

The Anthropic Principle does not really make any sense 
without something like a (String Theory) Landscape to 
control the available options.
[and Eternal Inflation (or equivalent) to populate the Landscape].

Is an inevitable consequence of String Theory.

Until 2000, there were almost no papers relating String 
Theory and the Anthropic principle.

Without anti-anthropic prejudices, we might have 
predicted the “Anthropic Landscape of Quantum 
Gravity”.
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Anthropic windows versus 
anthropic probabilities

In order for life to exist, our universe must be within an 
anthropic window in parameter space. This is sometimes called 
“tautological”. However the additional statement I am making is 
that the existence of solutions within the window requires either 
a landscape (or a miracle). The existence of a landscape is not 
tautological, it is simply a verifiable property of a given theory.

This should not be confused with the computation of anthropic 
probabilities within a window. This requires control over initial 
probabilities, landscape densities and the probability for life to 
occur. In addition the result is never more than a probability: we 
may simply be rare.
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Once we know the “more fundamental theory”, the fact that a parameter is 
anthropic is usually not worth much more than a footnote. The theory itself is 
obviously more important than the fact that it has anthropic and non-anthropic 
solutions:

The landscape itself is much more important 
than the “anthropic principle”.
However, we are using the anthropic principle here in order to make educated 
guesses about the features that such a “more fundamental theory” can be expected 
to have.

This is not about “giving up” or a “cop-out”. It does not remove the need for finding 
a “more fundamental theory”. It just leads to more reasonable expectations of such a 
theory, and thereby avoids disappointments.

The final decision on whether the value of a parameter is determined 
anthropically is determined by the distribution of its values in a more 
fundamental theory.
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Anti-anthropic check list

  The standard model is probably not a unique
      mathematical solution of anything.

  Not all alternative solutions allow observers.
  The number of alternative solutions should be

      sufficiently large to make the existence of a solution
      with observers plausible.

  We live in the most probable universe which allows
      observers.

With which of the following do you disagree?
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“From this point of view it would seem absurd that exactly 
those parameter values would follow from a mathematical 
computation. We would be left with a much bigger riddle 
than the one we are trying to solve. 

For this reason I was very satisfied when it turned out that 
String Theory was highly non-unique. 

If our planet were the only one in the Universe, it would be 
a mystery why precisely that single planet would allow life. 
The fact that there are billions of planets makes the mystery 
considerably less severe. Analogously, the fact that many 
kinds of universes are possible makes the existence of 
conditions for intelligent life in our universe considerably 
less absurd than if there would be just one possibility.”
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2.4 Fine tuning overall

Thus there are many ways that conditions in a universe could prevent life occurring. Life will occur only if: there
exist heavy elements; there is sufficient time for evolution of advanced life forms to take place; there are regions in
the universe that are neither too hot nor too cold; there are precisely restricted values of the fundamental constants
that control chemistry and local physics; and so on. These conditions will not be true in a generic universe. In
summary,

Thesis G1: Life is possible because both the laws of physics and the boundary conditions for
the universe have a very special nature. Only particular laws of physics, and particular initial conditions
in the Universe, allow the existence of intelligent life of the kind we know. No evolutionary process whatever is
possible for any kind of life if these laws and conditions do not have this restricted form.

Why is this so? One should note that we can only meaningfully refer here to ‘life as we know it’. One of the
recurring issues is whether there could be some other quite different basis for life. You can if you wish speculate
that life might exist in some immaterial form, or based only on light elements, or existent deep in empty space
without the need for stars or planets to provide a viable habitat. The anthropic literature is based on assuming
this is not viable, but we cannot prove anything in this regard. We have no idea of any basis by which life might
come into existence other than the broad principles we see in the life around us. The basic principles of life as
we understand it require a great degree of complex organization enabling it to fulfil a complex variety of functions
that can only, as far as we know, be based in material existence with information storage, energy usage, sensing
of the external world, etc., which requires at a minimum heavy elements (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus
for example), a long-term energy source (such as the flow of energy from the sun), and a stable environment (such
as the surface of a planet). When we abandon this basis for understanding — saying ‘yes but some other form of
life might exist’ without providing any proposal for its possible structure — one enters the unprofitable realm of
speculation. It does not seem to provide any useful way forward.

The Anthropic Principle. The Weak Anthropic Principle (WAP) is based on the comment: it is not surprising
the observed Universe admits the existence of life, for the Universe cannot be observed unless there are observers
in it [2, 1]. This seemingly empty statement gains content when we turn it round and ask, at what times and
places in the Universe can life exist, and what are the inter-connections that are critical for its existence? It could
not for example exist too early in the present expansion phase, for the night sky would then have been too hot.
Furthermore one can deduce various necessary relations between fundamental quantities in order that the observers
should exist (e.g. those mentioned above), so that if for example the fundamental constants vary with time or
place in the Universe, life will only be possible in restricted regions where they take appropriate Anthropic values.

Hence this view basically interprets the Anthropic principle as a selection principle: the necessary conditions
for observers to exist restricts the times and places from which the Universe can be observed. Because it is quite
possible that conditions would not be right for life to exist anywhere in an arbitrarily selected universe, it is
also usually conjoined with the idea of the existence of a multiverse, as discussed below, see Sec.3. This is an
interesting and often illuminating viewpoint. For example, neither the Chaotic Inflationary Universe idea nor any
other multiverse proposal works unless we add such an Anthropic component into their interpretation to explain
why we observe the Universe from a viewpoint where life exists. It is now used by some physicists to explain the
low value of the cosmological constant (which quantum field theory predicts should have a very much larger value
than observed), and occurs in the context of the possibility landscape of string theory [25].

2.5 The relation to fundamental physical theories

Many physicists reject any Anthropic form of reasoning. They regard it as a cop-out resorted to when physical
theories fail to give the needed answers, and seek to obtain a full answer from physics alone [22, 25]. One possibility is
that there is a fundamental theory of everything that determines the nature of physics completely, with no arbitrary
parameters left, and this still to be discovered theory just happens to be of such a nature as to admit life.

However in this case the Anthropic issue returns with a vengeance: How could it be that such a theory, based
for example on variational principles and the specific invariance groups of particle physics, could just happen to
lead to biophilic parameter values? There is no clear way to answer such a question. Uniqueness of fundamental
physics resolves the parameter freedom only at the expense of creating an even deeper mystery, with no way of
resolution apparent. In effect, the nature of the unified fundamental force would be pre-ordained to allow, or even
encourage, the existence of life; but there would be no apparent reason why this should be so.

A second possibility is that physics allows many effective theories with varying parameters — some form of
multiverse, as for example may be implied by string theory [25]. If these varying options are all equally real, life
can occur because in some cases the parameters will lie in the restricted biophilic regime. Thus from this viewpoint
the Anthropic idea is intimately linked with the existence of multiverses, which provide a legitimate domain for
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G.F.R. Ellis (2006)

In other words...
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the String Theory 
landscape
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Theory of everything?

We already have a theory of 1/4 of everything known:  QCD.
We almost have a theory of 3/4 of everything known:  The Standard Model.
(open problems: Higgs, QED Landau pole).

Too ambitious?

So why would it be too ambitious to hope for a theory of 
the fourth interaction we know?

String Theory has the remarkable  property that it already contains all matter it 
can couple to. 
So it must contain everything, even everything we don’t know
(including “dark matter” and “dark energy”)
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Early insight (~1982)...

Soon after starting graduate school, I went to see Howard 
Georgi. “What are you thinking about?” he asked me. I 
rattled off several things that seemed interesting to me, 
ending with, “… and quantum gravity.” “Don’t waste 
your time!” he barked, “There’s no decoupling limit in 
which it’s sensible to consider quantum gravity effects, 
while neglecting other interactions. Unless you know 
particle physics all the way up to the Planck scale, you 
can never hope to say anything predictive about quantum 
gravity.” Howard was, of course, completely correct.

Jacques Distler, “Musings”
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Quantum gravity and matter

From a QFT perspective, quantum gravity is “non-
renormalizable”. It is a perfectly acceptable effective theory, 
but in order to be able to discuss it at arbitrarily small scales 
we need to tame the quantum loop effects.

All matter, standard model matter as well as every particle 
we have not seen yet, gives equally important 
contributions. 

Any approach to quantum gravity has to address this issue.

String theory addresses it by containing all matter from the 
very beginning. 

But does this constrain the matter content?
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Quantum Gravity and Matter
Does quantum gravity constrain matter in string theory?

Yes and No. 

All matter is strictly constrained. Nothing can be added or 
removed without producing infinities. 

But this does not imply strong restrictions on massless matter, 
except in 10 dimensions.

In lower dimensions, the couplings of massless matter can vary 
and are functions of “moduli”.

These moduli can be thought of as vacuum expectation values of 
scalar fields. 

Mathematically, they correspond to continuous deformations of 
compactification manifolds.
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Moduli

An often heard slogan is:

“String Theory has no free parameters: all gauge theory 
parameters are functions of v.e.v.’s of scalar fields.”

But of course this fact precisely turns all gauge theory 
parameters into “environmental parameters”.
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Cosmic variance
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Cosmic variance

We accept that our universe is not unique when this concerns 
irrelevant variations, such as “cosmic variance” in the CMB.

So why is it so difficult to accept such a notion for the v.e.v.’s of 
scalar fields that determine the standard model Lagrangian?

Note that in neither case it matters if the alternative universe really 
“exists”, just that it is possible.
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Flux compactifications*

S =
�

d4x
√
−g

�
1

2κ2
R− Λbare −

Z

48
F 2

4

�

Ignoring the brane sources (we will consider them shortly), the four-form
equation of motion is ∂µ (

√
−g F µνρσ) = 0, with solution

F µνρσ = cεµνρσ , (2.4)

where εµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric tensor and c is any constant. Thus
there is no local dynamics. One has F 2

4 = −24c2, and so the on-shell effect
of the four-form is indistinguishable from a cosmological constant term. The
Hamiltonian density is given by

λ = λbare −
Z

48
F 2

4 = λbare +
Zc2

2
. (2.5)

Only λ is observable: λbare and the four-form cannot be observed sepa-
rately in the four-dimensional theory. Therefore, the bare cosmological con-
stant can be quite large. For example, it might be on the Planck scale or on
the supersymmetry breaking scale. In order to explain the observed value of
the cosmological constant, λbare must be very nearly cancelled by the four-
form contribution.

2.2 Four-form quantization

In the original work [5], and in many recent applications, it as assumed that
the constant c can take any real value, thus cancelling the bare cosmological
constant to arbitrary accuracy. However, we are asserting that the value of c
is quantized. Since this is somewhat counterintuitive, let us first discuss two
things that the reader might think we are saying, but are not.

First, if there is a gravitational instanton, a Euclidean four-manifold X,
then it is natural to expect that the integral of the Euclidean four-form over
X is quantized,

∫

X

F4 =
2πn

e
, n ∈ Z . (2.6)

This is the generalized Dirac quantization condition [19–22]. It arises from
considering the quantum mechanics of membranes, which are the natural
objects to couple to the potential A3,

S = e

∫

W

A3 (2.7)

5

Λ = Λbare +
1
2

Zc2

2

Action with four-form contribution

Solution to equations of motion

Contribution to the cosmological constant

(*)Bousso, Polchinski, 2001
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Flux compactifications
In String Theory:

The constant  c is quantized
There are many such four-form fields

Λ = Λbare +
1
2

Nflux�

i

n2
i y

2
i

If the values of yi are incommensurate and Nflux

sufficiently large, Λ can be tuned to a very small value
(starting with negative Λbare of natural size).
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Flux compactifications
Comments

The four-form fields are present in the theory, not added by hand
 (just “forgotten” previously)
Large number of fluxes related to large number of moduli:
An embarrassment becomes a success!
With enough fluxes, yi need not be very small.
The values of yi depend on volumes of compact cycles.
These volumes are fixed if the moduli are stabilized.
The range of values of yi is limited dynamically.

Douglas, Denef: 10500Nvacua ≈ [Nvalues]
Nflux
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Experimental 
data
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Gauge Theory
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Experimental 
data

Λ

Gauge Theory

10500 vacua
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

News and Views

Nature 448, 1000-1001 (30 August 2007) | doi:10.1038/4481000a; Published online 29 August 2007

Theoretical physics: A black hole full of answers
Jan Zaanen

“String theory is a collection of mathematical discoveries that might 
just offer a solution to this puzzle. But it has had a bad press of late. 
This is in part because its 40-year history is littered with claims that, 
if only we would stick to its true path of enlightenment, the 
answers to the big questions of physics would be just around the 
corner. ”
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Conclusion

If we stick to its true path of enlightment, String 
Theory does provide answers to big questions in 
physics: the “why” question of the standard model, 
the cosmological constant problem.

The trouble is that some people don’t like the 
answers.
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Last clothes?

The “emperor” is us, human beings.

The “clothes” is the strange habit of putting ourselves 
in the centre of things.

This has happened many times, the last time being the 
supposed uniqueness of “our” standard model. 

But is this really the last time?
Is string theory itself unique, or just the first example 
of a theory of quantum gravity with a landscape?

The real moral of the story
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Finally...

• Of course, the “emperor” could turn 
out to be me...
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Anthropic
Games
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• Might people have been tempted by 
anthropic thinking in the past?

• Would they have drawn the wrong 
conclusion?

• Would they have given up?
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Criteria

1). Varying the parameter affects existence of life.

2). The theory remains sensible if the parameter is changed
      (even if embedded in a more fundamental theory).

3). The parameter does not have at a mathematically special
      value.

We may consider a parameter as potentially anthropic if
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Standard model

Criterium

Affects life? Yes
(for the ensemble of variables.)

Sensible variation? Yes

Special value? No
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Cosmological constant

Criterium

Affects life? Yes
 (Barrows,Tippler; Weinberg) 

Sensible variation? Probably

Special value? Maybe not...
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Periodic system
Let’s assume that one only knew about the existence of nuclei, but not 
about weak decays, and that one did not worry about how the sun 
works, or about abundances.

So the theory we consider is QED with electrons and stable integrally 
charged nuclei, treated as elementary particles.

The parameters are the nuclear masses (close to, but not exactly, 
integers, and treated as real numbers), the electron mass and the fine 
structure constant.

The charges are, within the experimental uncertainties, equal to 
integers.
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Periodic system

element charge mass human body

H 1 1.008 10%
C 6 12.01 18%
N 7 14.01 3%
O 8 16.00 65%
Ca 20 40.08 1.5%

Five most common elements in the human body
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Periodic system
The charges are clearly essential for complexity, but also clearly 
have special values: integers.

The set of all (positive) integers would fit the data perfectly (since 
abundances are ignored), and nobody would propose a 
“landscape” of possibilities to get the set of all integers as a special 
solution. 

We may be puzzled that a simple system with one negative charge 
and a few positive ones leads to such complex solutions, but at this 
point no anthropic solution suggests itself. 

It is the same as being puzzled that quantum mechanics allows life: 
it may be puzzling, but there  is no obvious alternative.
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Periodic system

The precise nuclear masses, on the other hand, have little anthropic
relevance. Chemistry is almost unchanged if we change them by 
factors of order 1. Note that the question is not if humans continue to 
exist, but if anything exists of comparable complexity.
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referred to as "heavy water", as they do not contain the deuterium which gives D2O its characteristically

different nuclear and biological properties. Heavy-oxygen waters with normal hydrogen, for example,

would not be expected to show any toxicity whatsoever (see discussion of toxicity below).

Physical properties (with comparison to light water)

Property D2O (Heavy water) H2O (Light water)

Freezing point (°C) 3.82 0.0

Boiling point (°C) 101.4 100.0

Density (at 20°C, g/mL) 1.1056 0.9982

Temp. of maximum density (°C) 11.6 4.0

Viscosity (at 20°C, mPa·s) 1.25 1.005

Surface tension (at 25°C, !J) 7.193 7.197

Heat of fusion (cal/mol) 1,515 1,436

Heat of vaporisation (cal/mol) 10,864 10,515

pH (at 25°C) 7.41 (sometimes "pD") 7.00

No physical properties are listed for "pure" semi-heavy water, because it cannot be isolated in bulk

quantities. In the liquid state, a few water molecules are always in an ionised state, which means the

hydrogen atoms can exchange among different oxygen atoms. A sample of hypothetical "pure" semi-heavy

water would rapidly transform into a dynamic mixture of 25% light water, 25% heavy water, and 50%

semi-heavy water.

Physical properties obvious by inspection: Heavy water is 10.6% more dense than ordinary water, a

difference which is nearly impossible to notice in a sample of it (which otherwise looks and tastes exactly

like normal water). One of the few ways to demonstrate heavy water's physically different properties

without equipment, is to freeze a sample and drop it into normal water. Ice made from heavy water sinks in

normal water. If the normal water is ice-cold this phenomenon may be observed long enough for a good

demonstration, since heavy-water ice has a slightly higher melting-temperature than normal ice (3.8 °C),

and thus holds up very well in ice-cold normal water. [1]

(http://www.popsci.com/popsci/how20/a07160a72252c010vgnvcm1000004eecbccdrcrd.html)

History

Harold Urey discovered the isotope deuterium in 1931 and was later able to concentrate it in water. For

further history see deuterium. Urey's mentor Gilbert Newton Lewis isolated the first sample of pure heavy

water by electrolysis in 1933. George de Hevesy and Hoffer used heavy water in 1934 in one of the first

biological tracer experiments, to estimate the rate of turnover of water in the human body. The history of

large-quantity production and use of heavy water in early nuclear experiments is given below.[2]

Effect on biological systems

Heavy isotopes of chemical elements have very slightly different chemical behaviors, but for most elements

the differences in chemical behavior between isotopes are far too small to use, or even detect. For

“Heavy water”
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Periodic system

The precise nuclear masses, on the other hand, have little anthropic
relevance. Chemistry is almost unchanged if we change them by 
factors of order 1. Note that the question is not if humans continue to 
exist, but if anything exists of comparable complexity.
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Periodic system

The precise nuclear masses, on the other hand, have little anthropic
relevance. Chemistry is almost unchanged if we change them by 
factors of order 1. Note that the question is not if humans continue to 
exist, but if anything exists of comparable complexity.

Nobody would propose an anthropic landscape of nuclear masses on 
these grounds. Nobody would “give up” on explaining theses masses.
The fact that the masses are close to integers makes that even more 
obvious.
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Periodic system

The precise nuclear masses, on the other hand, have little anthropic
relevance. Chemistry is almost unchanged if we change them by 
factors of order 1. Note that the question is not if humans continue to 
exist, but if anything exists of comparable complexity.

Nobody would propose an anthropic landscape of nuclear masses on 
these grounds. Nobody would “give up” on explaining theses masses.
The fact that the masses are close to integers makes that even more 
obvious.

It is an interesting question how much the fine structure constant can be 
varied without destroying the complexity (bio)chemistry, but even if that 
suggested a small anthropic window, it will still be much larger than the 
corresponding window in the standard model.  
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Periodic system

Criterium Charges Masses

Affects life? Yes No

Sensible
variation? Yes Yes

Special value? Yes No
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Periodic system

Conclusion:
The periodic system does not suggest anthropic reasoning.

Note that it does provide an allowed region in the gauge 
theory landscape, if we only use complexity as a criterion, not 
for example the need for a star as a source of energy.
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premature string theory
Imagine that String Theory (and its landscape) was  known around 
the year 1900, and that attempts were made to embed the periodic 
system directly in the String Theory landscape. This would still 
face at least three major stumbling blocks:

The QED Landau pole moves well below the Planck scale.
It looks very hard to get the set of charges 1,6,7,8,20, ... out of 
String Theory. 
Nuclei are non-chiral, so their natural masses are of order Mplanck. 

(In the SM this is true for the Higgs v.e.v., and the QCD scale). 

The SM fits much more comfortably in the
 String Theory Landscape than the Periodic system.
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Uniqueness of the 
Standard Model

But seriously...
How about SO(10)?

The (16) of SO(10) is the smallest irreducible complex 
anomaly free fermion representation

But we need three of these, and that’s not all:
We also need Higgses, for example (45)+(10)+(126)

Mathematically unique?
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Uniqueness of the 
Standard Model

Furthermore GUT symmetry breaking allows several low 
energy theories, for example

SU(5) → SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)
→ SU(4)× U(1)

Precursor of the string Landscape
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Uniqueness of the 
Standard Model

Finally, SO(10) is still a choice. Is there any 
physical principle that prefers this choice?

Yes, there is! The E8 × E8 Heterotic String!

E8 ⊂ SO(6)× SO(10)

Six-dimensional
compactification

manifold

But this just brings us back to the String Theory Landscape...
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Intro

Matter parity or effective R-parity

Neutrino masses

Local grand unification

Exact MSSM spectra from strings on orbifolds

Local grand unification

Buchmüller, Hamaguchi, Lebedev, M.R. (2004-2006)

SO(10)

16

Grb

Glt Grt

E8 × E8






‘low-energy’
−−−−−−−−−→
effective theory






standard
model
as an
intersection
of Grb, Grt, Glt

& SO(10)
in G

SM generation(s):

localized in region with
SO(10) symmetry

Higgs doublets:

live in the bulk

In String Theory this works in a different way, but it does not 
look more unique (from a talk by Michael Ratz)
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Intro

Matter parity or effective R-parity

Neutrino masses

Matter parity from U(1)B−L
An example

Spectrum @ orbifold point

# irrep label # irrep label

3 (3, 2; 1, 1)(1/6,1/3) qi 3
“

3, 1; 1, 1

”

(−2/3,−1/3)
ūi

3 (1, 1; 1, 1)(1,1) ēi

3 + 1

“

3, 1; 1, 1

”

(1/3,−1/3)
d̄i 1 (3, 1; 1, 1)(−1/3,1/3) di

3 + 1 (1, 2; 1, 1)(−1/2,−1) !i 1 (1, 2; 1, 1)(1/2,1) !̄i

1 + 3 (1, 2; 1, 1)(−1/2,0) φi 1 + 3 (1, 2; 1, 1)(1/2,0) φ̄i

3 + 12 (1, 1; 1, 1)(0,1) n̄i 12 (1, 1; 1, 1)(0,−1) ni

3
“

3, 1; 1, 1

”

(1/3,2/3)
δ̄i 3 (3, 1; 1, 1)(−1/3,−2/3) δi

20 (1, 1; 1, 1)(1/2,∗) s+
i 20 (1, 1; 1, 1)(−1/2,∗) s−i

3 (1, 1; 1, 2)(0,1) η̄i 3 (1, 1; 1, 2)(0,−1) ηi

20 (1, 1; 1, 2)(0,0) hi 2 (1, 2; 1, 2)(0,0) yi
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”
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Closed Strings: Modular Invariance
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a single particle we get (for the uncompactified bosonic string)

Λstring = 1
2

∞
∫

0

dt

t

(

1

4πt

)13
∑

m

e−tm2

The sum can be evaluated in terms of the partition function (remember that q = e2πiτ )

η−24(τ)η−24(−τ̄ ) = (qq̄)−1
∏

n

(1 − qn)−24
∏

n

(1 − q̄n)−24

If we replace q by e−m2

this is almost the sum we are looking for, except that the partition
function contains more than just physical states. It also includes states with mL "= mR, and
we have seen before that such states are not physical. We can project out these “unmatched”
states by integrating over Re τ . For the imaginary part of the partition function we get

e4π Im τ [1 + . . .]

The tachyon mass is m2 = −4/α′. From the leading term we read off

(4/α′)t = 4π Im τ

Hence

∑

m

e−tm2

=

1
2

∫

−1
2

d(Reτ)η−24(τ)η−24(−τ̄ )

with Im τ = t/(πα′). This results in the following expression for Λ

Λstring = 1
2

∞
∫

0

dt

t

(

1

4πt

)13

1
2

∫

−1
2

d(Reτ)η−24(τ)η−24(−τ̄)

Changing integration variables to Im τ we find

Λstring = 1
2

(

1

4π2α′

)13 ∫

d2τ

( Im τ)2
( Im τ)−12η−24(τ)η−24(−τ̄ )
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We drop the m-independent, but infinite constant. The rest of the calculation goes as follows

Λ = −1
2

∫

dDp

(2π)D
log(p2 + m2)

= 1
2

∞
∫

0

dt

t

∫

dDp

(2π)D
e−t(p2+m2)

= 1
2

∞
∫

0

dt

t
e−tm2

∫

dDp

(2π)D
e−tp2

= 1
2

∞
∫

0

dt

t
e−tm2 1

(4πt)D/2

As remarked above, in this calculation an m-independent infinite term was discarded, pro-
portional to the volume of momentum space. Apart from that, the integral has now an even
stronger divergence at t = 0. The latter divergence can be recognized as the usual UV di-
vergence in quantum field theory. This can be seen as follows. As seen above, differentiating
(5.6) N times with respect to m2 gives (5.7), which is the basic integral one encounters when
one computes a one-loop diagram with N external lines. For N = D/2 this diagram diverges
logarithmically for large p, and for N < D/2 there is a power divergence. These are called an
ultra-violet divergences. On the other hand, if we differentiate the result of the integration
N -times w.r.t. m2 we get

∼
∫

dt

t
tN−D/2e−tm2

which is also logarithmically divergent for N = D/2 and power divergent for N < D/2. We
conclude that the divergence at t = 0 must be interpreted as the field theory ultraviolet
divergence. The first, m-independent divergence has a different interpretation. It amounts
to an infinite shift in the vacuum energy, and can be attributed to the contribution of the
ground state energies of the infinitely many oscillators. This is the target space analog of
the infinite sum over “n” we encountered in string theory. Dropping this term amounts to
setting the energy of the vacuum to zero.

If we treat string theory as an infinite set of field theories, we expect to get
!

Λstring = −
∑

m

log
√

det (p2 + m2)

where the sum is over all physical states in the theory. Using the integral representation of

! We may ignore the spins of the particles here. We simple sum over all different spin states, and treat
the particles as scalars.
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Field theory interpretation (one particle)

Summed:
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Falsifiability
String Theory is falsifiable (but, remarkably, has not been falsified yet).

Its vacuum structure is (theoretically) falsifiable.

Non-anthropic nature of other vacua is
(theoretically) falsifiable.

No reason to expect that a theory of Quantum Gravity can be falsified via 
the Standard Model.

Chiral Fermions (without anomalies)
The Standard Model gauge group
Three Families
Couplings of reasonable size
Two loop finiteness
Black hole entropy
Cosmological constant
Moduli stabilization
....
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How many “vacua” are 
needed?

Requires understanding of “anthropic” 
considerations for different gauge theories.

Requires some definition of a measure and 
boundaries.
Wild guess: about 1020  for SM fine-
tunings

The same problems exist in principle for the cosmological
 constant, but seem less serious there: about 10120  would be needed.

Recent estimates:  String Theory has plenty of ground 
states to understand all fine-tunings.

(Bousso-Polchinski, Douglas Denef,...
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Vacuum counting 
(1998)

Number of vacua

SM Probability
 (experimental) 

1030 × 10−80 = 10−50
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Vacuum counting 
(2006)

10500 × 10−80 × 10−120 = 10300

Number of vacua

SM Probability

Cosmological
Constant
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Dimensional transmutation 
and the measure problem

David Gross, Strings 2007:

DIRAC (1937) 
The Large Number Problem  

Mproton

Mplanck

∼ 10
−19

Dirac did not invoke anthropic arguments.

He suggested that this ratio was related to 
the size of the universe in atomic units

-----> prediction that ĠN , α̇ != 0Sunday, 2 May, 2010



ENERGY

UNIFICATION

10
28
ev10

13
ev

αs

Mproton

MΛ
= e

−
c

αs(Λ)
∼ 10

−19

QCD
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However:
Dimensional transmutation merely changes the measure on the 
space of gauge theories from linear to logarithmic. It does not 
explain the smallness of Mproton/MPlanck, it only makes it look far less 
fine-tuned.

If someone computes αs from a fundamental theory and gets the 
right answer, the case is closed, but we would still be left with a 
minor puzzle why it came out small enough. There is no doubt that 
a small value is required anthropically.

But assume that the fundamental theory produces a small discrete 
landscape of about a hundred of values of αs, including the correct 
experimental value. 

In that case the anthropic principle is still a crucial part of the 
explanation.
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GUT Couplings

The dimensional transmutation argument can be improved by assuming 
GUT unification. This gives a rationale for a small QCD couplings at the GUT 
scale by relating it to the QED coupling. 

Coupling unification does indeed provide a slight worry for anthropic 
reasoning, since it relates two anthropic parameters: the electromagnetic and 
strong couplings. 

However, the weak coupling strength is presumably not as strongly 
anthropic. Hence the two anthropic couplings are expressed in terms of two 
parameters, the unification scale and the value of the unified coupling at that 
scale. The only constraint arises from the fact that the unification scale must 
be “reasonable”. 

Hence even if coupling unification is correct and not just a misleading 
empirical coincidence, the fact that two couplings that are functions of two 
parameters intersect an anthropic region seems only a minor miracle.
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Earth-Sun distance

Criterium 1600 Now

Affects life? Yes Yes

Sensible
variation? ? Yes

Special value? Kepler: Yes No
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Earth-Sun distance

Conclusion: 
Clearly anthropic, but not an issue.
The theory of formation of solar systems is more 
important.

The observation of other planets has helped.

Note: we believed in the non-uniqueness of our 
own solar system long before finding evidence of 
the existence of others.
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Newton’s law

F = G
m1m1

r2
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Anthropic?

Newton’s law

F = G
m1m1

r2
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Newton’s law

Criterium 1687 Now

Affects our 
existence Yes Yes

Affects any 
existence Yes Yes

Sensible
variation? ? No

Special value? Yes Yes
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Newton’s law

Conclusion:
Clearly not anthropic, and nobody would have 
been tempted to say it is.
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Orientifold Partition Functions

+{ {1
2

+{ {1
2
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A SM-like Model

      3 x ( V  ,V  ,0  ,0 ) chirality 3
      3 x ( V  ,0  ,V  ,0 ) chirality -3
      3 x ( V  ,0  ,V* ,0 ) chirality -3
      3 x ( 0  ,V  ,0  ,V ) chirality 3
      5 x ( 0  ,0  ,V  ,V ) chirality -3
      3 x ( 0  ,0  ,V  ,V*) chirality 3
     18 x ( 0  ,V  ,V  ,0 ) 
      2 x ( V  ,0  ,0  ,V ) 
      2 x ( Ad ,0  ,0  ,0 ) 
      2 x ( A  ,0  ,0  ,0 ) 
      6 x ( S  ,0  ,0  ,0 ) 
     14 x ( 0  ,A  ,0  ,0 ) 
      6 x ( 0  ,S  ,0  ,0 ) 
      9 x ( 0  ,0  ,Ad ,0 ) 
      6 x ( 0  ,0  ,A  ,0 ) 
     14 x ( 0  ,0  ,S  ,0 ) 
      3 x ( 0  ,0  ,0  ,Ad) 
      4 x ( 0  ,0  ,0  ,A ) 
      6 x ( 0  ,0  ,0  ,S ) 

Gauge group: Exactly SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)!
[U(3)×Sp(2)×U(1)×U(1),  Massive B-L, No hidden sector]

Q 
U*
D*
L
E*+(E+E*)
N*
Higgs
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A SM-like Model

Vector-like matter
V=vector
A=Anti-symm. tensor
S=Symmetric tensor
Ad=Adjoint
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It is possible that particle physics in our four-dimensional (d=4) universe may ultimately
be well-described by some compactification of a ten-dimensional (d=10) supergravity theory
that serves as the effective field theory of a d=10 superstring theory. Even if superstring
theory meets with complete success in this respect there will remain the question of why
the universe ‘chooses’ to compactify six dimensions in a particular way and, indeed, why
it ‘chooses’ to compactify any of them since d=10 Minkowski spacetime (M10) is as good
a vacuum solution as any other from a purely mathematical point of view. In contrast to
solutions of simple flat space field theories there is no way to compare the energies of different
compactifications and thus determine ‘the’ vacuum by finding the one of lowest energy. In
these circumstances it might be supposed that the choice of compactification must be left
to some theory of initial conditions. An alternative is that all possible compactifications
are already to be found in different spatial regions of a single (presumably ten-dimensional)
universe. The particular region in which we find ourselves must then be decided by chance
and/or anthropic considerations. Ideas along these lines, but within the context of a four-
dimensional universe, have been suggested previously by Linde [1], and the possibility of an
interpolation between different compactifications of d=11 supergravity was suggested by van
Baal et al. in their work on ‘local compactification’ [2].

A clue to progress in this direction is provided by consideration of the extreme Reissner-
Nordstrom (RN) black hole as a solution of N=2 d=4 supergravity. This solution interpolates
between 4-dimensional Minkowski spacetime (M4), at spatial infinity, and (adS)2×S2, down
an infinite wormhole throat [3]. Both asymptotic spacetimes are maximally-supersymmetric
‘vacua’ of N=2 supergravity. We shall show here that many of the recently discussed extreme
black p-brane solutions of d=10 [4-7] and d=11 [8,9] supergravity also interpolate between
supersymmetric (although not always maximally supersymmetric) vacua. The cases that
most closely resemble the RN prototype are

(i) d=11 membrane (p=2)

(ii) d=11 fivebrane (p=5)

(iii) d=10 IIB self-dual threebrane (p=3)

For these cases the p-brane interpolates between Md and (adS)p+2×Sd−p−2. The latter
spacetimes are known to be maximally supersymmetric solutions (for the appropriate value
of p) of the respective supergravity theories [10-12]. Like the extreme RN black hole, these p-
brane solutions are non-singular and break only half the supersymmetry; they may therefore
be regarded as examples of ‘supersymmetric extended solitons’.

An example that does not quite fit the above pattern is the

(iv) d=10 fivebrane

We shall show that this solution interpolates between M10 and M7×S3. This is something
of a surprise since no compactification of d=10 supergravity to M7 on S3 has been previously
described. As we shall see, the explanation lies in the asymptotic behaviour of the dilaton
field down the wormhole throat; rather than approach a constant, as it does for cases (i)-(iii)
above, it approaches a linear function of the inertial coordinates of M7 (this behaviour is
similar to certain d=4 ‘dilaton black holes’ [13]). We shall show that there is indeed such a

2

P. Townsend, G. Gibbons,  “Vacuum interpolation in supergravity via super p-branes”

(1993)
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F. Quevedo,  “Lectures on superstring phenomenology”

solve the arbitrariness in the number of fundamental string theories by deriving them
from a single theory13. Furthermore, recent work based on comparison of string com-
pactifications with the Seiberg-Witten theory, has lead to the conclusion that many
and probably all Calabi-Yau compactifications are connected. Then it seems that not
only the five different theories are unified, but also all the vacua of these theories are
unified: since, if they are all connected, we can foresee a mechanism that lifts the
degeneracy and select one point in the web of compactifications, something it could
not have been done before because they were thought to be disconnected vacua and
there was no way to select one. Also the Seiberg-Witten results were reproduced
from a field theory approximation of a particular string vacuum, assuming S duality
to hold. Since the Seiberg-Witten results are robust, this is a non-trivial test for the
existence of S duality in string theories (for a recent review see [53] ).

We can see that we are living exciting times in string theory, where not only
strings but also higher-dimensional objects are emerging as different pieces of an
underlying fundamental theory. In that sense we can repeat the famous phrase of
Weinberg [103]: The more the Universe seems comprehensible, the more it seems

pointless; but in a less nostalgic fashion, claiming that the universe looks point-less
but full of higher-dimensional objects such as strings! On the other hand the current
optimism for this theory should be taken in the right perspective, none of these
achievements can substitute a solid experimental test of the theory, something which
may still be very far in the future. However we might be lucky and some discoveries at
current and future accelerators, as well as some possible astrophysical results, could
provide important clues on the validity of string theory.
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13We may hope that this recent progress will lead to the answer of the ‘why’ question mentioned in
the introduction and select our Universe uniquely from the underlying fundamental theory. Other-
wise, we might have to invoke the anthropic principle and probably imagine our Universe emerging
in a kind of darwinian natural selection. Many theorists disregard this second option because it
implies that the theory would not have predictive power. However, this posture may be too naive,
it is only a ‘philosophical prejudice’ similar to the geocentric ideas of Aristotle since it is like as-
suming that our Universe has to be the only possible outcome of a fundamental theory. Regardless
of any philosophical prejudice, we have to study the theory to its limits. This is the attitude that
string phenomenologists have been taking during the past 10 years. We may hope that, if there is a
fundamental theory and still many possible models are allowed, there could still be several general
features that are model independent, such as those mentioned for QFT in the introduction. They
could help in eventually testing the theory and not only the particular models.
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We can see that we are living exciting times in string theory, where not only
strings but also higher-dimensional objects are emerging as different pieces of an
underlying fundamental theory. In that sense we can repeat the famous phrase of
Weinberg [103]: The more the Universe seems comprehensible, the more it seems

pointless; but in a less nostalgic fashion, claiming that the universe looks point-less
but full of higher-dimensional objects such as strings! On the other hand the current
optimism for this theory should be taken in the right perspective, none of these
achievements can substitute a solid experimental test of the theory, something which
may still be very far in the future. However we might be lucky and some discoveries at
current and future accelerators, as well as some possible astrophysical results, could
provide important clues on the validity of string theory.
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13We may hope that this recent progress will lead to the answer of the ‘why’ question mentioned in
the introduction and select our Universe uniquely from the underlying fundamental theory. Other-
wise, we might have to invoke the anthropic principle and probably imagine our Universe emerging
in a kind of darwinian natural selection. Many theorists disregard this second option because it
implies that the theory would not have predictive power. However, this posture may be too naive,
it is only a ‘philosophical prejudice’ similar to the geocentric ideas of Aristotle since it is like as-
suming that our Universe has to be the only possible outcome of a fundamental theory. Regardless
of any philosophical prejudice, we have to study the theory to its limits. This is the attitude that
string phenomenologists have been taking during the past 10 years. We may hope that, if there is a
fundamental theory and still many possible models are allowed, there could still be several general
features that are model independent, such as those mentioned for QFT in the introduction. They
could help in eventually testing the theory and not only the particular models.
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